Twisted Plastic Productions
1. The stock battery can be replaced with a 12 volt lawn mower or motorcycle battery
only. NO AUTO BATTERIES ALLOWED! All Power Wheels must be battery powered! No
gas powered!!
2. Secure all doors, hoods, and trunks so they do not open. You can use zip ties, rope, duct
tape, or bungee straps. No wire.
3. Seat belts are not mandatory but they are recommended.
4. Helmets are mandatory! Motorcycle, bicycle, or football will be accepted. All drivers
must wear eye protection such as safety glasses, goggles, or helmets with visors.
5. Roll over bars will be allowed. As long as we feel they are safe. Not to be used for
reinforcing the cars, so bring your saws. Roll over bars must be made out of plastic.
6. You may add screws or rubber to the tires for traction.
7. All batteries must be covered with rubber or plastic.
8. All Power Wheels must sit at factory height. No raising or lowering. Any tire changing
will be questionable and subject to our review.
9. No wire, screws, or metal will be permitted on the body of the cars. These are children
driving. Use your common sense! We don’t want anyone hurt.
10.Drivers can be either male or female between the ages of 4-10 years old. They must
have a parent or guardian with them and a release form must be signed to drive.
11.No non-drivers will be allowed in the derby pit while the race is running. Twisted Plastic
Productions will have officials in there to help the children in any way. Please stay
behind the lines.
12.Any standard Power Wheel will be allowed to run. Anything too big or heavy will be
addressed.
13.For four wheel quads with the legs unprotected, we recommend not using them in favor
of trucks, cars, jeeps, etc., but if a quad is used please make some type of leg protection
using PVC pipe. No one wants a child hurt.
14.All drivers will receive an award for participation, and a trophy for the winner. We will
also be presenting a “Mad Pup” award. This is award is given to the most active driver
and will be chosen by the officials. We will also be giving an award for “Best of Show”,
so if you are interested, make them look good.

Sign-ups on infield from noon to 2:30 pm on Saturday
Show starts at 3pm

